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100% Me
 
Not perfect, not smart, I am nobody
It's just me one hundred percent
Not cool, not tall, not that comely
But to you, it seems like I am radiant
 
My flaws and my weaknesses, you see
Yet with all of your heart you love me
Thank you for being a genuine buddy
For accepting and loving the one hundred percent me
 
Jr. Cuyam
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11/4/2/17
 
To where my heart can freely sing
Where joy and gladness loudly ring
Please, just take me there
Life's not present here
 
I want something new
I want to breakthrough
Disrupt my system
My normal, destroy
This irksome requiem
Replace it with joy
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Afternoon
 
Pale is the sky's face
Clouds are motionless
Flowers bowed their heads
Trees are so sluggish
Streams flow in silence
The sun loses its effulgence
Winds are seem steady
The land loses its glory
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Ahava
 
'Tis the sweetest thing I know
'Tis sweeter than aged wine
'Tis like a morning dew
that make the grasses stand
It gives hope, it gives life
It makes the world go round.
 
'Tis a gift, 'tis a blessing,
It is wonderful and stunning.
'Tis like a well that no one can fathom,
Not even people's compendium
'Tis from God, 'tis celestial;
'Tis for everyone, 'tis very special.
 
'Tis very essential
It makes the whole world hankering
It makes everyone cynical
It does everything.
 
'Tis more than just a glimpse of heaven
'Tis burning in the rain
'Tis more delightful than hymns
'Tis shinning in the hearts of men and women.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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All I Want
 
I don't think you will fully understand
How I want to eternally hold your hand
I want to put a ring on your finger
And live with you forever and ever
Then we will have coffee you every morning
Filling every moment with joy overflowing
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Anticipating
 
Like a bride waiting for her groom
We will be a church, ready for You
Filled with oil, our lamps are burning
Night and day, anticipating
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Attracted
 
Oh, lovely deer, oh graceful doe
My eyes want to see only you
You have my heart and mind enthralled
My feelings for you, let me unfold
Your smile and face are the colors that I see
How effortlessly you make me attracted to thee
You are breathtaking, spellbinding
How can I not fall for you? you're fascinating
My words are true, them, I am not faking
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Beautiful Stranger
 
Your cute and innocent smile
Makes me forget who I am
And you make me fragile
You make me lose my mind
 
Beautiful as the moon
Radiant as the dawn
Everything about you is bizarre
You are as wonderful as you are
 
Your eyes, your figure are fetchin'
I can't conceal that I am meltin'
Oh where did you come from? Stranger
Did you just fall from the sky? I wonder.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Bend And Break
 
You can't live a normal life when you are predestined to fulfill something
You walk a different path which many have ignored because it's boring
You are wounded and no one feels your pain and sees you crying
But it's your greatest joy to bend and break for your calling
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Breaking You
 
I was so careless and stupid for saying bad things
that hurt your heart and injure your feelings.
I was never really into the idea of breaking you.
Sorry for the unintentional heedless thoughts I threw.
Those knives and blades may have caused something to die
and I can't help but fall on my knees and cry
because to resurrect what has died, we need a miracle
And to fix what is broken, I AM SO UNABLE.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Broken Musician
 
The night is cold and the sky is empty
Motionless, all around me is dreary
Couldn't make a sound with my piano
Its keys, like my heart, are broken too
Took my guitar, my favorite instrument
To sing my lungs out with tears of sentiment
But it's wretched and useless like the piano
Its strings, like my heart, are broken too
You came to me with a resurrecting melody
That breathed a warble into my cold heart
Like a music that musicians would love to play
You're astonishing, you're a breathtaking art
Everyday with you was like a concert
Sonorous and happy- -lost in your comfort
But just like music and songs, the have beginning and ending
You waived your unmellifluous goodbye and left lamed- I'm dying
Now lonely and deafened by the sound of deformity
Unable to piece together every broken part of me
 
Jr. Cuyam
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''Buds'
 
This simple rhyme I arranged, let me recite
I made it for you, I wrote it last night
it's kinda crazy and sounds like thrash
But I am hoping it can stir up such a fuss
 
You're very kind, loving and sweet yo'
Your pleasant disposition is like a hue
And it's shining through the night
Dazzling like a great light
 
Like a soft wind that brings solace
Ever soothing like a summer breeze
You came and swept away my dullness
Your weird ways have put real smile on my face
 
I believe that there is no coincidence
That things don't just come into existence
So, there's a purpose why we became friends
My heart is telling me of what it comprehends
 
There's more than meets the eye, more than we can see
So let's open our hearts up to the possibility
Though this is just an art inked out by a pen
It comes from my heart- it is genuine.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Can'T Find A Title For This
 
Wind of peace, please whisper to my ear
Your cadence 'til my troubles disappear
Skies of hope please reach out to me now
I want to feel your radiance to my brow
Flowers, wave at me your colors of happiness
Make my day meaningful and erase my distress
Rivers of love, please tell me a story today
Encourage me to surmount the world's assay
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Closer To You
 
I've come to a conclusion
I have made my decision
I never thought I would need you
As much as I do now
I won't go a minute away from You
Lord, I desire to be with you
Yes, I desire to be intimate
with you God
So I seek you night and day
I seek you earnestly
I want to feel you very close to my skin
Jesus, every now and then
There is nothing I desire but you
I want to hear and learn from you
Lord, I desire to be like you
Speak Lord, and I will pay attention
I want to see your face
Feel the warmth of your embrace
I long for more of you God
I thirst for the living God
To you, draw me closer
Take me to where you are
Take me higher and deeper.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Clothes
 
That speaks elegance and fame
they are the lips
That attract and draw attention
they are the colors
But they cover only our skin
Not our nakedness
And not our characteristics
they change only our appearance
They can hide our shame
but not our name
They can mask our emotions
But not our true condition.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Crazy For You
 
I would paint your face on my t-shirt
Every night and day, I will wear it
I would make a crazy poem to blow your mind
Write you a love song with diff'rent things combined
I'm crazy for you
And I don't care
I'm crazy and you
And you...you don't care
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Divine Fixation
 
Comfort me with your embrace
Kiss my soul with your breeze
This surging sea inside my heart
is mounting up, I need your peace
 
Sing over my tortured mind
Be my escape or let me find
A way out of this tormenting pain
I want to live and breathe again
 
Suppress the hell from breaking loose
Take back my joy and my happiness
Save me from this excruciating situation
I'm broken and I need a divine fixation
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Divine Leisure
 
Out of the mud
head above water
Free from torment
Away from despair
Like a balloon
that's wandering
in the sky of quietness
my soul is steady
and so sluggish
 
Far from earth's
bondage and yoke
Oceans away from scourge
and stroke
Heart is ascending
effortlessly gliding
Feeling is very exquisite
and so full of glee
spirit is elevated
soul is refined
sitting in the shade of peace
Swinging in the arms of grace
Unharmed and so secure
Completely at divine leisure.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Divine Romance
 
I can feel your touch
I can feel your hand
It is very soft,
fine and gentle and calm
The warmth of your love
is all over my skin
Your fragrance is highly gratifyin'
You call me yours
I call you mine
Tonight is memorable
Let's sing and dance.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Dreaming Is What I Usually Do
 
To reach the topmost height of my dream
is my strongest ambition
And mount its enormous height
with firm volition
 
At the sky's decorations I fascinate
At the hues in my garden I always gaze
To me, it is a helpful habit
They color my hopes somehow
And to God, I salute and bow
 
Writing is not my routine
not even reading a poem
But pressing towards my dream
And dreaming is what I usually do
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Empathy
 
Not somebody's words
but somebody's presence
An inspirational song won't do
Maybe a comforting hug
What you need is assurance
When all you see is fog
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Empty Vessel
 
Unfilled I reckon, I am empty
I do smile and grin like I'm okay
But when I'm alone, I feel lonely
I do laugh with my friends everyday
But every night in my bed, I always worry
because I am empty.  Very empty.
 
But I am being drained for a glorious reason
I am just a vessel and I have a Filler
And my emptiness is a place where His glory can shine
I am empty. emptied for a purpose divine.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Enjoy Life, Not Sin
 
Jesus is coming soon, be ready
Love God, love others and pray
Have fun, laugh, and grin
But only enjoy life, not sin
 
Take pleasure, be thankful for what you have
Take complete joy in God's unchanging love
Of His grace, remind yourself again
So that you may enjoy life, not sin
 
Gladly, share with others your faith
Be a salt and light to the earth
Weary hearts and wandering souls, win
Like you, God wants them to enjoy life, not sin
 
When of your past, the enemy reminds you
Know who you are in Christ, know your value
You are very much loved and forgiven
So, exult and enjoy life, not sin
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Excellent Art
 
A masterpiece
of God, our creator
Embellished with beauty
of glory and honor
Beautiful, special
precious and so dear
 
An expensive pot
a priceless treasure
Displayed in public
as His splendor
A luminous pot sheen
comeliness never dim
A brilliant gem
 
Not made by a brush
or any earthly stuff
Everyone's an excellent art
Formed by the breath of God
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Fetching Thief
 
The sun happ'ly shines
because of you
The sky looks very nice
and is so blue
Your comeliness has my head
in a trance
The trees, rocks and valleys
would with me, dance
Oh sweet angel that comes
from above
With you, I really can't stop
falling in love
Lovely and fetching
thief of all
Uncannily my heart
you stole
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Fly Unchained
 
What you've done wrong wasn't a mistake but a decision
So fleeing to somewhere far might be a good idea, not a solution
 
You cannot run from something that's inside of you
And you cannot keep the past's ghost from chasing you
 
You've been hiding something for so long, time to expose it
The consequence, with courage and blessed perspective, embrace it
 
God has already forgiven you so do I
Into your heart, don't let the enemy whisper a lie
 
I'm not stopping you from flying to another country
Feel free to go and enjoy your liberty
 
Just fly unchained and free from guilt
Knowing that grace is greater than our filth
 
But don't forget, when you come back someday
To bring a lot of delicious coffee
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Four Minute Song
 
Our relationship's like a piece of music
We captivate each other with melodies mystic
 
With our love we create such blissful rhythm
And with gladness we overflow to the brim
 
We play our verses of love beautifully
Harmonized with sensations so lovely
 
With our sweet choruses we got each other transfixed
Unaware of what's going to happen next
 
Something happens in the bridge part
And like you it also breaks my heart
 
A sad tune continues to play along
Should our love end like four-minute song?
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Friend
 
Like an ocean that never stops
kissing the shoreline
I am never not thinking of you
Like the sun that's faithful to,
on everyone, shine
I am never not praying for you
Not just because, my full attention,
you claim
Or because you sweetened my life
with your cream
But because you are
my precious friend
I'll be loving you so dearly
'till the end.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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God Of My Heart, Soul And Mind
 
My heart is a bottomless well,
that cannot hold joy and satisfaction.
God, please come and in it dwell,
and be my beautiful fixation.
 
My soul is a lonely dessert,
Yearning for Thy quenching rain.
Devoid of happiness and comfort,
Covered with hurt and pain
 
My mind is a surf of the sea
Driven and tossed by the wind
This pattern is very unholy
Please God, my sorrow end
 
Be the joy of my heart
Be the water of my soul
Be the peace of my mind
And be the God of my all
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Good Morning
 
Maybe you think that you're just a cup filled with coffee
But you are a vessel full of life's cream
You woke up to another day with same uncertainty
Friend, wake up again and lift your self up off the bed of whim
 
Clothe yourself with strength and get ready
Don't be afraid to step up to another level of life's assay
You are more than just what you see in the mirror
You are what your Creator says you are-a warrior
 
Giants and mountains will come against you
And instead of breaking you, they will  train you
But life's battle isn't just about sword and sling
You can conquer too when you passionately sing
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Good Night
 
The sky is moonless and black,
All around me is total dark,
I am home and though my head, I lay,
the night won't give me a respite,
Thoughts begin to flow from somewhere,
Surely, this is something that's hard to cumber
And i'm certain, this is more of the same
Notions to be expressed on paper
Hope this is not a dramatic poem
Or just another elegy
So tired of hearing sadness and of always seeing gray
Not my hand, but something will direct my pen
If it is my Lord's Spirit, then, lemme say, Amen!
He's the best director though his ways aren't the best for me,
He's the author of my life and my story
And Ooops! a river of silence has drowned all the ideas
And from the sky, falls, a cadence
Wetting the ground and the trees seem to dance,
It's raining but I hear a rhythm of devine romance,
With heavy amount of drowsiness
This beautiful modulation makes me speechless
And all of a sudden, I lost appetite in writing
I re-a-lized music is the best instrument for sleeping.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Grace Antonette Macalaguing Galeon
 
God's awesome design
Rare bird with feature divine
Altruistic and full of love
Comely like a beautiful dove
Exuberant most of the time
 
Ablaze, set ablaze for Jesus
Naturally born a worshiper
True and faithful follower
Odored with such holiness
Nourished by such heavenly food
Equipped by God's unchanging word
Tested and refined in the fire
Tough and greathearted, I admire
Enthusiast and existing to inspire
 
Making a difference always
Aiming one audience to please
Cheerful and grateful everyday
Advocate for peace and harmony
Leader and adherent believer
Ardent and passionate dreamer
Giver and compassionate lady
Unstoppable, kindness is fiery
Ignited with holy flame
Never will do things for fame
Generous and tenderhearted friend
 
Graceful, kind and friendly
Also saccharine and lovely
Laced with love and affection
Emitting God's compassion
Oh, so blessed with such a gift
Not just to comfort, also to uplift
 
Jr. Cuyam
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He Calls Me
 
From my moral fiber into his image,
God is shaping me
through trials and tribulations,
He's refining me
Out of the darkness into his calling
He unconditionally brought me
and chose me for his glory
Oh, who am I?
And how can he call a mess like me?
I fail, I commit mistakes over and over again
But I realized that it's all about Him, not me
He's the one making a history, not mine story
So, His grace, and the holiness of whom he is
has made me who I am today.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Healed
 
My heart was sick
My friends were few
The pain I felt
Nobody knew
 
But You came along
Like a song
Singing over me
With hope and felicity
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Hear Us From Heaven (A Prayer For Cagayan De Oro
City)
 
Most loving and precious Father
God of infinite worth and limitless wisdom
Make us aware Father, incline your ear
to our entreaties and  suggestions.
You are above all else, we are low
Worship and giving you praise are the only things we know
Your unsurpassed greatness is the song of our land
Now we are beseeching Father, please extend your hands.
 
The City of Cagayan de Oro is friendly and serene
But we are not contented indeed, we are not at ease
Some populace here are outwardly sane
But on the inside they are so uncertain.
Enable us to speak boldly until your work is done
We gladly give you our constancy so let your kingdom come.
Open their spiritual eyes as we pray earnestly,
present the gospel through motion or activity.
 
Father, help us to cut the cord of diversity
Make us one strong unified Christ's body
Encourage us with your word as we perform our desires passionately.
With Your gratification, empty hearts will be filled,
Thirsty souls will be satisfied,
False doctrines won't prevail
Only your decrees Father, we intensely declare
In Christ Jesus our Lord and Defender.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Her Attention
 
Her attention's the hardest thing to win
But she freely gives it to others
I'm a warrior fighting for that thin'
And I'd shed blood and tears
 
Her attention is gold
I'm dying just to have it
Like a treasure untold
My heart longs for it
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Hey Dreamer!
 
Don't remain on the shore,
You better sail on the widest sea
and have more worlds to explore.
Anchor your hanker with intrepidity
Your ship is your self,
your helm is your volition
So don't wait, don't wait
or stay unlearned
Step out of your shell 'cause
there's no point in hiding in the shade.
Gain new heights under the scorching sun
Never be contented with splendid stones
Hunt and search for sumptuous golds
Rise above the fray,
Soar the sky of nobility
Fuel your flight with blazing passion,
Inflame your pilgrimage with God's rejuvenation.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Hostage
 
It's hard to let go of what is holding you hostage
You need more than just human strength and mere courage
With no mercy, it crippled both your mind and feet
You've been injured and disabled, how can you run from it?
You need a real Hero, you need Jesus
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Always Talk To God About You
 
...at night
...in the morning
...over a cup of coffee
...at work
...everyday
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Choose To Rise
 
Today, I choose to rise
like a strong mountain.
I've learned a lot from my demise.
Now, I will not be shaken.
 
I finally found a way out
of the cave of fear and loneliness.
I know I can do greater things
For I was made in the image of greatness.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Love You With All My Heart
 
More than human tongues could tell
I love you with all my heart
My voice'll keep on ringing like a bell
I love you with all my heart
 
These eyes they want to see you only
'Cause I love you with all my heart
These hands want to touch you only
'Cause I love you with all my heart
 
Oceans will part, skies will fall
But I will love you with all my heart
Will shake and collapse, all the worlds
But I'll remain loving you more than words
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Miss My Innocence
 
I miss my swing, I miss my whip,
I miss my mother's grip,
my dirty hands and my soiled feet
my filthy face, my innocence.
I miss the way i used my slipper,
the incorrect way of wearing my t-shirt
I miss my friends and their sweet grins,
the way we talk and brag,
I miss the places where we used to play-
I miss my childish years yeah!
i miss my innocence.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Miss You
 
Everything that looked hale
Is now very bad and unwell
 
The sun shows no energy
Couldn't send out rays just like me
 
The stars are no longer exuberant
The trees, I no longer hear their chant
 
The moon is no longer lucent
Pale now the sky which once was resplendent
 
All the colors quickly turned to grey
Those lovely flowers, nowlook dirty
 
That's how contagious I am, see i'm very sick
I don't want to die in this illness so come back now, be quick
 
Restore our health we need an antidote
And it's your presence Buds, I know this isn't cute
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Miss You So
 
I see your eyes and I see your face
I feel your lovely presence
Your hands and your hair I see them too
You're oceans apart, but I can see you
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Sow
 
Everything i share is a seed i sow,
every seed i sow will surely grow.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I Will Wait
 
I remember the look in your eyes
Your hair undone and your pretty sighs
On the table where I seated you
There, you seem so exhausted and blue
 
My head on your lap, ears on your belly
I heard your heart screaming silently
'Way, away from here you want to flee
Out of the town, to another country
 
Everything you said was inexplicit
Couldn't derive why you need an exit
'Til you're ready to unfold that secret
Here, with patience and pure love, I will wait.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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I'm Tired
 
Of this constant uncertainty
I'm sick and tired
Of pretending to be happy
and of being so tired
 
I'm tired of hoping for nothing
tired of hiding my tears
Tired of silently wailing
and secretly drowning in fears
 
This bottomless hole
in heart, fill
I just want to feel whole
Happy and well
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Ima
 
Joy to my soul, you bring
And you make my heart sing
Oh, most precious gift
Sent to me from my Father
With you, I always feel better.
 
Your sweetness mesmerizes me;
your presence makes me happy.
Beautiful and lovely treasure,
I call you friend, the special friend.
And I will cherish you till the end.
 
More costly than all precious gems,
that's what you are to me.
So valuable and in my sweetest dreams.
Even your footsteps are priceless,
And you, friend, are worthy to be loved everyday
 
I thank and praise God
For taking good care of you
For leading you to His path
And for unconditionally loving you.
Because, IMA, you deserve all this and more...
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Imbue Their Minds
 
Flood my head with epiphanies
until I creates a poem
to invade this age group's mind
I just want to dish the good tidings
through writing and singing
I want to Influence this crooked
and depraved generation,
light up the sky with potent passion
just by spreading hymns
of glee, peace, and ecstasy
I want to persuade every heart
to jive and dance, be piquant
, exulting sprightly and make my generation's
contemplation stuck on
God's timeless revelation
Wanna make 'em see His perfect plan,
Imbue their minds with things divine.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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In The Image Of God
 
You think you're a mess
And you always feel so lost
But you're meant for greatness
Hear the voice of truth
You're not what you see in the mirror
Made, in the image of God, you are
You can do greater things in life
So hold on and fight the good fight
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Infatuated
 
Great eye-catching intensities
Of hope, love, and joy are blazing like stars
Captivating my eyes like afternoon's
sky with orange and vanilla colors
like blue heavens painted with great pleasures
happiness, ecstasy, thrill and elation.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Inspired
 
Your smile strikes me to my bones
I can't help but fall in love
I can hear a blending of musical tones
bursting inside my heart
 
I'm a person with a happy soul
overflowing with gratitude
inspired and made whole
You make me a different dude
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Jesus
 
When the clouds of fear dim my panorama of life
When the thick haze of uncertainty darken my path
When all I can see is moonless and starless night
Your glorious light will shine brightly in my heart
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Jr Cuyam
 
Volition is fueled with blazing fervor
I am ready to meet my bridges
Mind is set on things that I savor
I am geared up to meet difficulties
 
Neither present nor things to come
Will be able to keep me from
Climbing my ambition's ladder
Reaching the uppermost of my desire
 
Heart is in revolt, will is in conflagration
I stand my ground with God's rejuvenation
With altruism I will let my light shine
For all to see I will make a variation
 
Determined and unstoppable yeah!
Now that I'm with the One who loves me
Like a river things will naturally flow
I will grow and bear fruits this I know
 
I keep on dreaming optimistically
Praying to become, yes, to become
a useful instrument for my city
Though I'm just Jr Cuyam.
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Just A Piece Of Advice
 
Rejoice in what you have accomplished
You are not lucky, you are blessed
 
Always have a grateful heart
Of God's glorious plan, you're part
 
Don't complain about your imperfection
You are God's perfect creation
 
Seek God and ask Him for wisdom
Be careful how to use your freedom
 
Don't settle for anything less and usual
You were made by the hands supernatural
 
Smile when people look down on thee
You are bigger than what they see
 
Not everything or everyone's meant to stay
So lean and trust in the Lord only
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Life
 
We live, we love, we like, we desire
We grow, we learn, we lose, we win
We fight, we dream, we fear, we hope
We rejoice, we cry, we breathe, we die
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Life's Savored With Pain
 
Life is extremely savored with pain
We stumble and fall again and again
Our expectations they motivate and break us
And our greatest dreams always break our hearts
 
Fortunately, we have God who never fails
If we put our trust in Him, we will win
With His strength we can climb the hills
And move mountains in His glorious name
 
Life is extremely savored with pain
We shouldn't make decisions and act alone
We have God who rules over everything
With Him, victory will always ring
 
Jr. Cuyam
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Love Is A Person
 
Love's not a feeling or emotion
Love is a person love is real
from the beginning through every age
Love stays the same, 'twill never change
like shifting shadows
through the dark clouds, it glows
It makes me safe always
Love's comforting me with sweet cadence
In my darkest hour it burns
Love's guiding me home safe and sound
Love's a lamp shining on me
Love rejoicing over me with singing
Love is a celestial music playing over me
It's still small voice calms every storm in me
Love is really not just a feeling
Love is a person love is breathing
Love is where we live and move and have may being
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Moon, Stars And People
 
Bella Luna in the sky what makes you diff'rent from others?
Jealous of your refulgence are the stars and all that glitters
Wishful and happy, staring at you, the dreamers and lovers
Grateful for your light, are those in the land and in the waters
 
Stars in the space, you are placed in your place intentionally
You may be little compared to the moon but you are many
In fact, your little sparks create big impacts in people's hearts
Just to shine like you, they do their best in life and in their arts
 
People, heaven's brightness are good but you're not their reflections
It came from the One who imagined them, your pleasing radiance
You shine in words and actions, you have feelings and emotions
Uniquely fashioned for wholesome and peculiar assignments
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Most Of Your Attention
 
Like a child notice me
I'm the one who needs most of your attention
Don't know what else to say
But you bring music and beautiful fixation
 
With my friends I feel insecure
You always entertain them
And here I am feeling alone in the corner
Turning sadness and bitterness
Into poetry and requiem
 
Most of your attention belongs to others
I am a ghost trying to be seen
Couldn't make a spark, couldn't move barriers
This is the hardest battle to win
 
We used to love each other
But now around you, you've built a wall
So high that you couldn't notice me anymore
But on the other side of this partition
I'm still waiting and being hopeful
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My Body
 
It is falling apart
I am not
It is decaying
I am perpetual
Cause I am a spirit
and I'm just using this body
The one who seeks satisfaction
is not me, it is my body
my body desires money,
fame and position
I seek holiness, God and salvation
My body is wicked and attracted to sin
My spirit doesn't like such shame
I am different from my body
Cause I'm seeking Godly things
but my body won't do the same
I know I am called into my purpose,
into this body, into this earthly suite
but I learn many things inside this corpse
I really don't like my body
But it needs me and I need it
‘Cause with it, I can do greater things here on earth
Before I was conceived in my mother's womb,
I was already planned
Predetermined, set apart for a grander plan.
I was called into my body
and into the body of Christ, my body's called.
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My Poetic Dream
 
O poetic enchanting place,
Thee offer nothing but happiness
Thee make me marvel at thy fineness
Truly I am captured by
 
Even the goddess of art and beauty hails
To thy excellent feature and musing thrill
Thy luxuriant hills are fervidly gleaming
And their streams are intensely glittering
 
Oh how I love to build my home
 
Inside thy mystic,
And stay there to ameliorate
my cerebral intellect
 
There, the nightingales are celebrating:
From morning 'til night they ne'er stop singing
 
Their sweet cadence is esoteric
Understood by a select one who knows the secret
 
O Bella folly reverie,
Apprehended by no one but me
my hopes are so high that you are real
My poetic dream.
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My Sparring Partner
 
You're under my authority
But God allows you to stay
I think you are very useful
So, for training, I'll use you as a tool
 
You're the thorn in my flesh
A devil's forerunner
Your intention's to bring chaos
But I will make you my partner
 
On a place where I sprout like wheat
You also with me, standing like a tare
We know each other but we never greet
We grow together but I'm getting better
 
You're the voice of condemnation
Inside my head
But to be my companion
You were made
 
Every day I am wounded by you
But through you, strongly, I grow
There's always a battle ahead so, it's okay
Sparring partner thanks to thee
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My Teacher, My Hero
 
You’ve taught me many subjects’ matter.
So let me just say thank you Sir.
You motivated me to visualize.
You filled my life with finest goals.
 
When I was slow, you showed support to me.
My teacher, you gave your best heartily.
You sharpened my mind. My potential you raised.
I shall write your name into my heart
 
I may not have been one of your favourite students.
I may not have had excellent grades.
Yet, because of you, my future is brighter.
My teacher, you are my hero, Sir.
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My World
 
Come with me to my world
Let's be free from our bondages
There's no religion and politics there
Love is the only thing that rules
 
Come with me to my world
Where negative voices are not around
Where the tranquility of Jesus my Lord
and the sweet choruses of angels sound
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Navi
 
Though I'm not her father
I'll always take care of her
with intercession and prayer
And though ‘am not a good singer
I will sing to soothe her.
 
Every day and every night
I will comfort her with genuine love
Pray to God to make her feel alright
I'll treat her like a precious dove,
honor her today and respect her endlessly.
 
I will serve her all my life
From now on today
'til her hair turns grey
I will cultivate her lavishly
Water her with God's words
And help her produce good fruits.
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New Poem
 
You sunned my days with your smile
And light up my sky with love
Your eyes, your details, and your style
They are but God's excellent job
 
You are ravishing and lovely
My eyes want to see you only
Your well-favored visage is drop-dead
I cannot get you out of my head
 
The stars and the moon'll surely get angry
For writing a piece about you, not them
The flowers and butterflies will envy
Your natural beauty and this new poem
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Obsession
 
In the shadow of your wings let my soul repose
Find infinite peace from the unfathomable well of yours
Let my troubled soul drink and get overdose
Be lost in the light of your majestic gloss
See my heart's burden, cease my raging sea
Save my mind from wandering in a trance and hey!
Be my escape, be my joy and all
Take me to the place of felicity
Drown me in the river of serenity
Refresh me, renew me, fix me
Sing to me the song of your love
Whisper through my ears your rejuvenating words
With celestial notes and melodies fill my head
With pleasing music and let me exalt you instead
Just to erase everything that controls my brain
Enable me to fix my eyes on you Jesus my King
Let all my worries turn into songs of praise
Let heavy heart burst into singing
Let me utter words to make you higher
Beat the band and celebrate your kindness
Let me dance and croon like never before
Let me open my lips to sing your grandeur
Let my eyes see the big picture of You
Let me continue my journey with you Master
Let the air hum your glorious name
Let the sky tell me that you're near me
Let stars remind me that I'm not forgotten
Let everything about You become my obsession
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Our Friendship
 
It’s wholesome and priceless
A treasure rare to find
It’s beautiful and matchless
It's precious and divine
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Over A Cup Of Coffee
 
To the place where tranquility is deafening
Peace and silence is loudly ringing
I want to run away, I want to run away.
 
On immeasurable bed of roses
Green hills and foamy valleys
I want to lay me down, I want to lay me down.
 
On the road colored with golden hue
Under the sky so bright and blue
I want to walk...
 
I'm done with my coffee..
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Overwhelming
 
Maker of the stunning universe
Author and designer of all things
The stars they tell of your wonders
 
Day and night I really think about them
and how they wordlessly boast your majesty
and sing of your power in tuneless yet beautiful noise
 
And all that I feel tonight
is something unnatural
My heart is bursting at the seams
Your beauty is overwhelming
 
You're the radiant One
Clothed in majestic light and
your radiance is without equal
 
And you fill me up tonight
with something unnatural
My heart is bursting at the seams
Your beauty is overwhelming
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Painful
 
?My tongue has become a blade?,
?Cutting one's heart and soul?.
?Years and seasons fade?,
?But wounds will remain painful?.
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Perfect
 
Unblemished, that's what you are to me
So hide not your flaws, let 'em unfold
My eyes, they want to see you only
?You are very delightsome to behold 
Your weaknesses and your imperfections
They are but a combined musical tones
You're an attractive handicraft
A walking miracle fashioned by God
God doesn't make a garbage
So you are not a mistake
Having you as a friend is such a privilege
If perfection is what we should pursue
I will pursue you 'cause you're perfect
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Poem
 
I.
 
Pictures expressed in words
‘bout unseen yet living things.
 
II.
 
Feelings mirrored in papers
Perhaps pleasures perhaps bitterness.
 
III.
 
Visions declared on pages
Dreams interpreted by pens.
 
IV.
 
Celestial cadence that only hearts can hear.
Or internal noise that comforts...
 
V.
 
Nature's spirit that dances inside mind
Or music from heart's unfathomable well.
 
VI.
 
Void that sparks with brilliant colors
Or noise that scatters peace or sweet odors.
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Sheen
 
May your talents multiply
Your light and saltness spread wide
May the God of earth
and sky
Bless you with love and, you, guide
 
When trials and struggles weaken you,
God's words and promises will rejuvenate you,
When circumstances dim your faith's view,
And all you see is dark and you feel blue,
Just endure the night and wait for tomorrow
And you'll see his mercy and love like a morning dew.
 
When you stumble and fall,
May you break and burst
Into songs of praise
And when you rise up from the ground,
May you rise up with a new sound
To intimidate all that intimidates you
And to shame the giants that sized you up
 
When distractions and temptations wave their hands, just ignore...
There is more to life than what you think is grander
Don't settle on anything less
You are called for something that's endless
So, in your journey, always be jubilant
At the end of this road the Master will say,
'Well done good and faithful servant.'
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Shore Of Hope
 
I'll dive into the sea of your tears
Save you from drowning and dying there
I'll take you to the shore of hope
Dry your eyes and calm your fears
I'll sing you a song of peace divine
I'll ask the angels to, with me, rhyme
And just to make you safe and sound,
The waves of worries, I will slow down.
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Smile
 
Your smile can be a great herb
to savor one's tasteless evening
It can save a heart from sinking
and turn it into even singing
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Speak Positive Words
 
Always speak positive words.
If you can't, then, be silent.
Proclaim success in your course,
Be courageous, be prudent.
 
If there's any unhelpful thoughts,
don't give birth to them.
They'll only destroy your path
And make the whole thing dim.
 
Let everything you meet in your way
hear your life-giving declaration.
And every stumbling block and dificulty
will become your stepping stone.
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Step In
 
Hands lifted high
Knees hit the ground
Lord, hear my cry
Please come around
 
I am losing hope
I have no strength left
I'm at the end of my rope
I've got no options left
 
I'm losing my battle
There's no way I can win
Before You myself I humble
Please step in
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Thank You
 
Thank you for being so pretty
For being so unique and sweet
Thank you for making me happy
I have never been this complete
 
Thank you for shining your light
Thank you for being so affable
With you everything is bright
You make my life beautiful
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The Catastrophe
 
After too long years of happiness,
Happened the unexpected scripted mess.
The radiant face of my golden city,
Have lost its fascinating quality.
The rivers became angry
and their catastrophic sound,
brought great disaster to the town.
The mighty water swelled,
And all its strength was but a plethoric thrill.
Her boastful streets that always
emitting sound emotions
Became a grieving avenue as an accolade
of humiliation.
The saddest song was heard
across the nation, sang by the choir of wind
of elegy and lamentation.
But the raging water was but a blister,
A disastrous warning from
the All-things Maker.
.
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The End
 
It's like a building or a book.
It took me years to build or write it,
But you only spent a second to burn it down.
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The Request
 
Into the starving streets and residence of the wretch,
Lead us and utilize us Lord
Use our hands, use our feet
Send us to all corners of the world
Enable us to influence those derelicts,
bleak, doomed to failure
and street mockers who utters pointless words
and takes breath in despair.
 
Abet and patronize us each day,
Embolden and permit us to dish the good tidings
to those who are deserted to decay
so that they may have eternal life and will not perish.
And as they accept and receive your invitation,
etch into them the the true meaning of salvation.
Intensify us as we put your words into use
Heavenly Father, use us
 
So that we may deliver and speak your word freely,
clutch us from our emotion's bridle,
Untie us from the grip of timidity,
and ignite us from being idle.
Vouchsafe unto us the potency we need
for our coyness is noticeable.
Stitch and hem us with threads of confidence and lore
Father, in Christ Jesus,  we humbly implore.
 
Break us from ourselves, from being unproductive
and build us with your divine base.
Rid us of useless endeavor, and make us bear good fruit
Cut us from the tree of no use, and place us
on the ground where we can produce good fruits and spring up
to divine growth or increase in accordance
with our latent and purpose
which you've made known to us through Christ Jesus.
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To Be More Than Just Friends
 
I've been fortunate to have a friend like you
I can never repay all the things you do
For your generosity, kindness and love
Buds, I can never ever thank you enough
 
Such a person like you is a golden treasure
My heart, you stole, and you make me feel like a fool
Honestly, to be with you forever is my desire
How God is using you to make me whole
 
All I have is a pen and an empty paper
If I reveal my secrets, could we be together?
But I'm afraid I will end up with teary eyes
So better to remain silent, fall on my knees, and think twice
 
Unfortunately, you are already taken
For us to become more than just friends would be impossible
I smile, I cry and I sigh, but I'm still hopin'
Praying for an open door, a chance, an opportunity,
Some sort of a thing which might come along my way.
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Today
 
Today is the day for another elegy
But today is also the day I'll celebrate
I will write of my sorrow and scream silently
And also, felicity, i'll encapsulate
 
This paper, I will fill with anguish
But my heart, I will tell to exult
Through this pen I will shed tears, bleed, and relinquish
But my lips will praise the Lord though it's difficult
 
I smell victory and it's mine for the taking
So, my pride I'll rip off even though i'm breaking
Today I'll forgive, love, and display kindness
Inking out my pain but I got warm fuzzies
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Too Shattered
 
Unable to bounce back
Too shattered to stand
All I see is color black
I wasn't able to withstand
 
I can't even breathe
A love that gives me strength
Has now become my casket
Choking me to death
 
This situation is a coffin
Adorned with dirges
Defacing my kudos
Life will soon, me, unhand
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Untitled
 
Come wind and blow my head,
so that its wonderful thoughts may spread.
All you melodies fly like birds,
fill the air with music and hymns.
let's make a war against this silence
that isolates, depresses and weakens.
cause now is the time to warble
like a nightingale, o my soul.
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Victory
 
Seasoned with strength, joy, failure and pain
Every victory's hard to attain
But in your journey you always gain
Wisdom, power, strength, and what you need to win
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We Are Radiant
 
Attractive, noticeable, and brilliant
Everything we say and do is radiant
We are the earth's splendid torches
glowing like heaven's brightness
Reflecting the One who's above all
Our light is irreplaceable
In the Book of books that liberates
we are described as world's salt and light
A city built on a hilltop so clear and bright
In many ways we shine yes, we intensely shine
with things that are oh so divine.
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What You Are
 
What You Are
 
You are not a boat created to go amiss
But a ship designed for an ocean of grace
So point your direction to the golden shore
Have faith and have more worlds to explore
 
Like a caterpillar morphing into a butterfly
You, my friend, will soon touch the sky
See yourself in a beautiful metamorphosis
Rejoice and be patient inside your chrysalis
 
Pleasing to the eyes like a beautiful orchid
You are not wild, you are deliberately planted
In the garden full of delicate handicrafts
You are fashioned with glamour that forever lasts
 
Three more lines for you champ
Not just a candle or a mere lamp
A reflection of the sun, you are a moon
I penned this art for you
Good afternoon!
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Wordless Poem
 
A bell unable to ring
A nightingale that can't sing
An ink-less pen
A wordless poem
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Yahweh
 
Your love and intoxicating presence
Are the sweetest of all wines
Holy, mighty and loving King
What a satifying drink you bring
Every hour of every day
Highly, your presence I glory
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You Can Sing Where You Are
 
Just another starry night here in CdeO
Another beautiful night without you
But wherever you are, please, look up
If you see the same sky, smile and cheer up
 
I don't know what kind of hell you are into
But God is your comfort from head to toe
He can whisper songs in your ear
Because He's never far
So you can lift your voice and sing where you are
 
Tonight, I will mention you in my prayer
So when tomorrow comes, you will feel better
And if the next night's sky won't display a star
You can still lift your voice and sing where you are
 
You are not and never alone in your throe
God is as close as skin, believe me, it's true
He can heal you, fix you and cover your scar
So you can get your joy back and sing where you are.
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Your Hug
 
I find it one of the amazing antidotes,
your hug
'Cause it speaks strength and life to my
sick heart
It satisfies me more than just a coffee
in my mug
It is sweetened and savored with
genuine love
Your arms are anointed to perform such
a miracle
To invigorate my soul when it is
feeble,
To lift me up and make me feel like i'm on
cloud nine
And enable me to make music, sing and
dance for Thine
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Your Victory
 
?Live and sing again?
Let your heart burst into dance
Triumph over your pain
Make a mirthful deliverance
 
Inundate yourself with felicities
Dissolve into exhilaration
Deluge your soul with melodies
Amplify your celebration
 
Keep your eyes open
Greater things are coming your way
With spirit unbroken
Stand up and sing your victory
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Your Voice, Your Smile, And Your Presence
 
Hearing the sound of your soothing voice
Is like hearing a song of angels
It fills my heart and soul with great joys
 
Looking into your eyes and sweet smile
Is like stargazing and night sky watching
It makes me forget myself for a while
 
Your presence's the most saccharine thing
It brings difference and makes me whole
E'ery moment with you is a blessing
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